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Sold Secure is widely recognised within the insurance industry 
as a mark of quality.  The ‘Warrior’ has achieved their Gold 
Standard which is testament to its superb design and security.

Sold Secure Gold is also approved by the Association of Chief Police 
Officers and Secure by Design.

With respect to security, Sold Secure Gold is a far higher attack standard 
than LPS1175 Level 1 which has been traditionally recognised by the 
building industry.  

The Warrior is easy to use and has passed Health and Safety assessments 
from organisations such as Sainsbury’s, NHS, UNITE, Birmingham City 
Airport and many local authorities throughout UK and Ireland.

Space within the locker allows the cyclist to store wet weather gear, 
helmet, spare parts and other personal belongings alongside their bike.

The value of the Warrior to a cyclist needing secure cycle parking will 
be far higher than the price that you need to pay, making it a valuable 
investment for new and existing developments.
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Sold Secure has developed a 
three tier security grading  
system. The Gold rated locking 
devices offer the highest  
level of security.
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Locker Management Service
On-line “Rent A Locker” 
BikeAway, the company behind Warrior, also offer a 
cycle locker management service which can be self 
funding. This ensures that your cycle parking scheme is 
maintained and enables it to grow as demand increases.   
Please see www.cyclemanagement.co.uk

By introducing the BikeAway Management scheme, we are able to 
substantially reduce the unit price of each locker. 

To improve cyclist choice, it may be beneficial for managed lockers to be 
used in conjunction with cycle stands (please see our vertical stands at 
www.bikeaway.com).

10 Year Manufacturers Guarantee
Made in the UK 
The Warrior cycle locker has a 10 year manufacturers guarantee. Made 
from quality galvanised steel, the expected lifespan of Warrior exceeds 
35 years.
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Lockers can be installed by BikeAway 
fitters or delivered fully assembled 
ready to be secured to the ground.

Flexible installation & delivery
Supplied built, optional installation
The Warrior is manufactured in Devon by a hi-tech steel fabricating 
company who also export garage cabinets to the motor trade around the 
world. They are able to negotiate a good price for quality steel  enabling 
this high calibre product to be supplied to you at the lowest unit price.

The locker has a very small foot print (680mm by 1150mm) achieved 
by holding the bike vertically using a patented sliding hoop. There is no 
metal to metal contact with the bike. 

If you have a project requiring secure cycle parking, please fill in our 
enquiry form at www.bikeaway.com/cycle-lockers/warrior/.

We will always give you our very best price and help you to make the 
right decision for your cycle parking needs.

If you are a Bicycle retailer and would like more information on the 
benefits of becoming a dealer for the Warrior, please visit our Trade Page 
at www.bikeaway.com/cycle-lockers/warrior/trade/ 
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